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ФИЛОСОФИЯ И ИЗКУСТВО 

MIHAELA POP 
THE CONFLICT OF AESTHETIC VALUES IN CONTEMPORARY ART 

Abstract: Beauty was considered a fundamental category in classical European 
art ever since the time of Ancient Greece. However, during the 19th century, artists 
began to reconsider this aesthetic value. Baudelaire expressed his preference for the 
“bizarre, dynamic and everyday beauty” (Baudelaire 1992: 261), rather than heroic 
and mythological beauty as treated in classical art. 

Many of Baudelaire’s ideas were further developed in the 20th century, especially 
by artists of the avant-garde. Today, performance art, conceptualism or digital art 
seem to plead in favour of new aesthetic values such as action, direct experience (or 
immediacy), artistic rational thinking, which excludes the aesthetic dimension, or 
even the contribution of new media. 

In this situation, we may ask ourselves whether there is still any place left for 
aesthetic beauty, or has it rather become a chimera of the past. This is the question 
the author of the article attempts to answer. 
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Михаела Поп – Конфликтът на естетическите ценности в 
съвременното изкуство 

Резюме: От времето на Древна Гърция, красотата е била фундаментална катего-
рия за класическото европейско изкуство. Но през 19-ти век художествените творци 
почват да преосмислят тази ценност. Бодлер изразява предпочитанието си към 
„странната, динамична, всекидневна красота“ (Baudelaire 1992: 261), вместо към ге-
роичната и митологичната красота, представена в класическото изкуство. 

През ХХ век, много от идеите на Бодлер биват доразвити, особено от художници-
те авангардисти. Днес изкуството на пърформанса, концептуализмът, дигиталното 
изкуство се застъпват за други естетически ценности, такива като действието, пря-
кото изживяване (или непосредствеността), рационалната мисъл в изкуството, изк-
лючваща естетическото измерение на творбата, или новите медии. 

В този контекст може да си зададем въпроса, дали остава място за естетическата 
красота, или тя е вече химера от миналото. Авторът се опитва да отговори на този 
въпрос. 

Ключови думи: красота; естетически категории; ценности; съвременно изкуство. 
 

The beauty is traditionally considered the aesthetic value par excellence and 
was placed by the ancient philosophy among the three main spiritual values: the 
truth, the good and the beauty. The Pythagorean beauty was a mathematical con-
cept and was based on mathematical thought (proportions, symmetry and harmony 
of the parts and of the wntire object as a unity). However, the modern Kantian 
beauty was the one which defined the domain of art as being the result of what 
generates aesthetic satisfaction, in a noninterest manner and not determined by the 
conceptual thinking but however tending towards a universal aesthetic agreement 
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(Kant 1995: 44–60). Hegel later on stressed out once again the fact that art is the 
expression of beauty and, for this purpose, it has to combine in a very refined man-
ner, the rational content with the sensitive expression of the form. Thus, beauty, as 
the other spiritual values, supposes a specific attitude of the receiver, he has to ap-
preciate, to evaluate the object of art, as it has a cultural and spiritual value for him. 

The 20th century brought to the attention of the public new manners of artistic 
expression. The Avant Guard triggered out a whole process of artistic explora-
tions which are still evolving nowadays. From ‘ready mades’ to kinetic art, from 
abstract art to conceptual art, to installations, performance and digital art, the 
contemporary art could be characterized by Baudelaire’s definition of beauty as 
”dynamic and bizarre”, always eager to get the spirit of life, the immediacy of it. 
The futurist manifesto, written by Marinetti, violently rejected the old classic ar-
tistic values in favor of the new spirit of the beginning of the century which was 
the speed, the process, the continuous change as in a Heracleitic perception of the 
universe. ”We claim that the splendor of the world has got another beauty: the 
beauty of speed. A racing car (…) a roaring car is more beautiful than the Victory 
of Samothrace” (Marinetti 2009: 71, 75). 

In fact, Hegel (Hegel 1966) was the one who suggested, at the beginning of 
the 19th century, that the “great art” or “the heroic” art was doomed and it was to 
be replaced by the “prosaic” art, one centered on the daily life, and the common 
place. During the second half of the same 19th century, Nietzsche promoted, 
through his philosophy, a new role for the artist and his work – one expressing 
the vital feelings, the force of life and the will to power (Nietzsche 1968). The 
artist was, in his vision, a Superhuman as having a special social role, that of be-
ing capable to lead the people through his work of art. Thus, Nietzsche stressed 
the social role and also the paideic role of the artist (Nietzsche 1998). Here are 
some fragments of his Will to power: 

794: ”Our religion, morality and philosophy are decadence forms of man. The 
counter movement: art” (Nietzsche 1968: 419). Art is considered as a way of re-
volting against decadent behaviors, it can assure a new vision and attitude. 

795: ”The artist-philosopher. Higher concept of art... Preliminary exercises: 1) 
he who forms himself, the hermit; 2) the artist hitherto, as a perfecter on a small 
scale, working on material” (Ibid.: 420). We discover the role of the artist – to be 
one who is tempted to perfection in his domain of spirituality and this proves his 
instincts (nature) of power as it is mentioned in the following fragment. 

797: ”The phenomenon ”artist” is still the most transparent; – to see through it 
to the basic instincts of power, nature, etc” (Ibid.). 

In the fragment 802, Nietzsche points out to the fact that art is fundamentally 
connected to nature, to its vigor and energy, to what will later become Erlebnis, 
the feeling of vitality, of intensified life. ”Art reminds us of states of animal vig-
or; it is on the one hand an excess and overflow of blooming physicality into 
world of images and desires; on the other, an excitation of the animal functions 
through the images and desires of intensified life; an enhancement of the feeling 
of life, a stimulant to it. How can even ugliness possess this power? In so far as it 
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still communicates something of the artist’s victorious energy which has become 
master of this ugliness and awfulness…” (Ibid.: 422). We can discover in this 
fragment Nietzsche’ s interest for the ugliness as a stimulus, as an enhancement 
of the feeling of life. He is the one who, together with Baudelaire, mentions the 
role of the ugliness in the feeling of life and does not exclude the ugliness from 
the expressivity of art, on the contrary. 

803: ”Beauty” is, for the artist, something outside all orders of rank, because 
in beauty opposites are tamed; the first sign of power namely powers over oppo-
sites; moreover, without tension: that violence is no longer needed; that every-
thing follows, obeys, so easily and so pleasantly; that is what delights the artist’ s 
will to power” (Ibid.: 423–424). 

In the fragment 809, Nietzsche explains why the aesthetic state is so full of vi-
tality and vigor: 

”The aesthetic state possesses a superabundance of means of communication, 
together with an extreme receptivity for stimuli and signs. It constitutes the high 
point of communication and transmission between living creatures; it is the 
source of languages. This is where languages originate: the languages of tone as 
well as the languages of gestures and glances1. The more complete phenomenon 
is always the beginning: our faculties are subtilized out of more complete facul-
ties. But even today one still hears with one's muscles, one even reads with one's 
muscles” (Ibid.: 427–428). Nietzsche tries to stress out the role of the body in the 
connection between man and nature. In contrast with this energizing role of the 
art, he points out to what he calls in the fragment 812: ”inartistic states: those of 
objectivity, mirroring, suspended will-(Schopenhauer's scandalous misunder-
standing when he took art for a bridge to the denial of life) – Inartistic states: 
among those who become impoverished, withdraw, grow pale, under whose eyes 
life suffers, – the Christian” (Ibid.: 430). 

We also find in Nietzsche’s text some ideas similar to those already expressed 
by Baudelaire, referring to the new concept of beauty. In his Untimely Meditation 
dedicated to Wagner, he says that art should change the manner of contemplating 
(considering) an idea, an event or anything of the real world:”we have to change 
the way of contemplating so that what is simply daily, usual, common should be-
come uncommon, complicated, and unusual” (Nietzsche 1998: 291). The art, in 
Nietzsche’s vision, is the spiritual power capable of communicating to others in 
an artistic language what the artist experienced himself (Ibid.: 319). The artist is, 
in his opinion, the only”awaken man” in a world where all the other people are 
only groping around. He has to have a passionate will and to discover the pathos 
of the language, the language of passion in order to express his feelings. He has 
to get his freedom learning how to be himself. Only in this way he would be ca-
pable to create, to invent, through his work of art, a replica of the world, meaning 
a valuable aesthetic product. 

How these objectives of the artist could be fulfilled in the 20th century? – By a 
radical change of the creative process. The artist should eliminate all that was 
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already expressed and re-expressed many times, especially the mythological and 
heroic topics which populated the European art of the 17–18th centuries with 
hundreds of images of Apollo, Venus, Cupid and Heracles and with heroic scenes 
glorifying historic personalities. 

The present, the moment, the daily life of the European society at the begin-
ning of the 20th century were much more interesting by their dynamism, discover-
ies and victories of technology and industrialization. And this had to be ex-
pressed in art but in distinct, new manners. Bringing to an art exhibition a bike 
wheel, a snow shovel was considered bizarre but finally they were accepted as 
expressing something of the spirit of those times; it was as heroic as Hephaestus’ 
work to Achilles shield and as mythic as a new beginning of the world. Noel Car-
roll (Carroll 1999: 41), as well as Roger Scruton (Scruton 1998: 188), speaks 
about a new concept of realism, which is simply considered a problem of cultural 
context where a certain language of art develops during a period of time. Thus, 
our preferences for a certain type of painting are assured by the system of con-
ventions in which we have been educated. As a consequence, what was consid-
ered at the beginning, a shock, a cultural scandal, grows later on more and more 
familiar which is the case for the Avant Guard art of the beginning of the century 
and which nowadays seems quite familiar to many of us. 

However, from a theoretical and aesthetic point of view all these innovations 
were perceived as a scandal either if we speak about Marcel Duchamp’s ready 
mades or about performance art which developed during the 1960s-1970s. Critics 
asked: where is the artistic ingenuity and process of creation if the artist brings in 
the exhibition an object bought in a shop and which is produced in an industrial-
ized manner? Or even more ‘scandalous’: how could we evaluate a happening (or 
a performance) where no object remains after the action (event) itself? And an-
other shock in a performance: the artist himself is the performer and the object of 
his action is the artist’s body. The immediacy and authenticity of such action are 
stressed out in an exceptional way. Could we evaluate such gestures? Are they 
still artistic and aesthetic? In which degree?  

Let us take as example two performances produced by Marina Abramowicz. 
One is the Separation from her partner, Ulay and the other is entitled The Artist is 
Present and was performed in 2010 at MOMA New York. In 1988 the two artists 
decided to separate after a long period of collaboration. They chose to transform 
their decision in a performance which supposed a walk along the Great Chinese 
Wall. Each of them had to start from one end of the Wall and they had to meet at 
the middle of their way and take a final decision. They could choose to meet and 
go together along one side or to separate and continue their individual way alone. 
We could imagine how intense their feelings were when they met at the middle 
of their way. They decided once again to separate from each other and continue 
their careers individually. After 22 years, in 2010, when Marina Abramowicz 
was honored for her entire career at MOMA, she organized the performance The 
Artist is Present where she came each day and sat in front of a table and any 
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spectator could come and sit in front of her, looking her silently. One day, Ulay 
himself came and sat down in front of her…  

Are these performances valuable from an aesthetic point of view? My answer 
is: certainly they are. Could we evaluate such gestures? Yes, we could. They 
speak about human feelings, about a general human truth, that of love, of hope, 
despair, sadness, etc. Are they artistic? Yes, in a new manner, a direct one, a real-
istic one, based on immediacy and specific authenticity. Do they have aesthetic 
value? Yes, they express a strong aesthetic feeling centered on the feeling of life 
intensely lived.  

 
Separation – Walking along the Great Chinese Wall.    The Artist is Present 

One could also ask: where is the beauty of a conceptual work as Kosuth’s 
work One and three chairs or Five words in green neon? And how we could in-
terpret Robert Morris’ Statement of the withdrawal of any aesthetic value of his 
work?2 Or, how we could evaluate John Cage’s work 4 minutes and 33 seconds 
were no musical sound is heard in a concert hall except noises of coughing, sigh-
ing, etc. Which should be the criteria of analysis and on the basis of which aes-
thetic values could we appreciate such art? In these mentioned cases we have 
some other distinctions to mention. All these examples belong to conceptual art, 
which manifested intensely during 1965–1970. The artists, who named them-
selves conceptualists, claimed that their art was no more aesthetic as they did not 
address to feelings and sensitive aspects and they pretended that their art was 
purely intellectual, had a cognitive value instead of the aesthetic one. Peter La-
marque says that this type of art “is not Art in itself but a means of creating it” 
(Lamarque 2007: 5). The language is the central element and thus, this art is quite 
a philosophical meditation on art. And Joseph Kosuth supports the idea of an art 
conceived as a language: ”The very stuff of art is indeed greatly related to ”creat-
ing” propositions” (Kosuth 1969). To these ideas, Sol LeWitt, another conceptual 
artist, added: “In conceptual art the idea of the concept is the most important as-
pect of the work. When an artist uses a conceptual form of art, it means that all of 
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the planning and decisions are made beforehand and the execution is a perfuncto-
ry affair... This kind of art is not theoretical or illustrative of theories; it is intui-
tive, it is involved with all types of mental processes”3  

We have also to mention that the conceptual art is considered as a reaction to 
the modernism in the sense that the modernist art was felt as exhausted, not hav-
ing any more substance of inspiration. The conceptual art was also considered, as 
well as performance art, a reaction to the institutionalized system of evaluating 
art. Using simple materials or even using no material as in the case of many con-
ceptual works, it was considered a manner of responding to those works based 
especially on materials and mediums. If we take into consideration Kosuth’s 
work One and three chairs, one can be attracted by the ingenuity of it, the way in 
which Plato’s theory of Ideas is represented intuitively in art. 

It is true that the work does not 
generate a special sensitive im-
pression but it stirs our curiosity 
and intellectual satisfaction. Its 
beauty, its aesthetic value is how-
ever assured by a certain feeling 
of appreciation of the way the au-
thor succeeded in representing a 
philosophical theory in a simple 
but forcefully expressive and thus 
aesthetic manner4. 
 
 

Joseph Kosuth – One and Three chairs  
 
In such situations as those we mentioned above, either belonging to perfor-

mance art or to conceptual art, we are far away from the modern way of thinking 
art and the aesthetic value as beauty. The simple question would be: are they still 
types of art or not? 

The first impulse is to consider Hegel’s suggestion and to speak about the 
“end of art” or more dramatically, about the “death of art” and also about the 
“death of the artist” as Roland Barthes said. He proposed that the work of art 
should not be considered from the author’s perspective: it has no author but only 
a scriptor. The artist is no more a creator but a simple in-scriptor who draws the 
lines (the letters) of a ”text” using something pre-existent (something like an idea 
or a thought which is not at all original after thousands of years of human cul-
ture). The work should be considered a”text” which speaks about its proper sense 
in a direct manner, the author being only the one who produced the works using a 
material already available (Barthes 1977: 142–148). 
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Taking into consideration what we have mentioned, a question remains: do we 
still find in these contemporary types of arts any of the beauty’s characteristics? 
Of course not, if we consider beauty in its classical meaning: perfection assured 
by proportion, symmetry and harmony of the components. However, if we think 
more deeply, we cannot deny some general characteristics of the definition of the 
work of art: a spiritual product of the human being characterized by its own com-
pleteness and having a meaning as it is addressed to us in order to communicate 
something in a symbolic manner and stirring our interest and aesthetic satisfac-
tion (Vianu 1999: 17). 

The contemporary art critics consider aesthetic values (beauty, sublime, etc) 
as being obsolete but we find a great amount of contemporary texts about the 
‘sublimity’ of an abstract painting or about the tragic aspect of Pina Bausch’s 
dance, for instance, etc. Could it be possible that such aesthetic old values be still 
valuable and functional in the evaluation of contemporary artistic creativity? 

In my opinion, the answer is positive. The philosophical aesthetics of the 20th 
century offered already many ways of finding a positive answer and thus help us 
to not despair when someone speaks about the “death of the art”. One of these 
answers could be found in phenomenology. It helps us to understand two aspects: 
1. the way of being of the aesthetic values (meaning an ontological analysis) and 
2. how to evaluate something as being artistically beautiful (meaning an axiolog-
ical analysis). 

From the axiological point of view, the aesthetic value belongs to the system 
of spiritual values which suppose ways of communication of meanings, they are 
languages communicating meanings as Professor Alexandru Boboc mentioned 
(Boboc 2014: 106). Language as means of culture is the main medium of com-
municating spiritual values, aesthetics values included. Values belong to the hu-
man consciousness, to the human spirituality. Thus beauty, with its value catego-
ries, is fundamental for the human spirituality itself, it cannot disappear as long 
as the human being exists, it is universal and historical. What can change, and is 
normal to change from time to time, is the aesthetic manifestation of the beauty, 
its individual expression which represents the Weltanschaung of a historical and 
cultural period. Thus we can speak also of a pluralism of aesthetic values mean-
ing the fact that the expressions of value in a certain cultural period can stress out 
a special aesthetic category or a group of categories and in other cultural periods 
some other aesthetic categories could be favored. Nowadays we speak about a 
beauty based on rational-conceptual characteristic of art (in conceptual art) in-
stead of sensitive components as in certain installations or we take into consid-
eration the dynamism of creativity instead of the well finished product of art or 
we speak about the role of the accidental (as in John Cage’s compositions) in-
stead of the role played by the rational well ordered and finished up manner 
which the classical art required. Thus the aesthetic values manifest in various 
ways but they have their universal existence. Only their manifestations differ 
from time to time, not the values themselves. 
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The phenomenology stressed out the concept of LebensWelt or the world of 
Life which is common to all humans. The basic condition for each work of art to 
be considered as such is to express the feeling of vitality, Erlbenis. It supposes 
the immediacy of something real which is represented in art. Something that is 
lived, and lived by each of us. The intersubjectivity is here evident as art suppos-
es communication among the artist and the public. Wilhelm Dilthey pointed out, 
at the beginning of the 20th century, this capacity of communication among hu-
mans. The concept of Life could be considered as the metaphysic background. 
Han Georg Gadamer says that this concept includes not only the abstract and 
universal character of the mind doubled by the individuality of feeling and per-
ception, on one side but it also supposes a connection with the totality of life 
(Gadamer 2001:45–51). Erlebnis contains, in Dilthey’s vision, not only what is 
lived but also its result. This transforms the object of art in a historical object 
which is twice valuable: firstly, for its own aesthetic value and secondly, for its 
contribution to the spiritual historicity. Life is meaningful, says also Gadamer, so 
it can be studied and evaluated. All that is lived is lived individually and this con-
tributes to its meaning and thus it belongs to the unity of that specific life (Ibid.: 
61). He also points out to the similarity between the structure of Erlebnis and the 
aesthetic way of thinking. “The aesthetic feeling is the essential type of living in 
general and this is similar to the general feeling of life” (Ibid.: 63). The work of 
art thus generates an aesthetic feeling which supposes a process of catharsis 
through which the spectator is reconnected to the totality of his existence. The 
artistic experience includes a great number of meanings which do not belong on-
ly to an ideatic special content but also to the totality of meanings of the artist’s 
own life and of the life of his human universe. An aesthetic feeling contains 
hence the experience of an infinite totality. The work of art is thus understood as 
a symbolic representation of life and each individual feeling orients itself towards 
it. Thus the Erlebnis Kunst (the art of living) becomes in fact the art itself. 

In my opinion if we take into consideration this concept and its phenomeno-
logical meaning we have all the chances to accept as valuable art not only Mi-
chelangelo’s Last Judgement but also Dali’s Last Supper or even Warhol’s Jesus 
Christ (if we have in mind religious art), and also Louis David’s Curiates’oath as 
well as Ed. Manet’s Waitress at Moulin Rouge or Ed. Munch’s Cry, or Warhol’s 
Marlin Monroe or even M. Abramowicz’s Rhythm 0 or Rhythm 5. If the artistic 
beauty manifests through this aesthetic feeling of Erlebnis it does not matter so 
much that this beauty does not obey to the classical norms. In fact, it could not as 
it is the expression of a certain manner of understanding life which belongs to the 
20th century, not to the 15th or the 19th century. 

We have however a problem when considering Nicolai Hartmann’s theory. 
He mentions in his contribution to the 6th International Congress of Philosophy 
(1926, USA – The Position of the Aesthetic Values in the Domain of Values in 
General) that the aesthetic of the 20th century has inherited an error5 of the 19th 
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century: it kept being an analysis of the artistic act 6 not of the object of art. He 
understands the act in two ways: either as the creative moment or as the specta-
tor’s aesthetic contemplation which becomes the aesthetic feeling of Erlebnis. 
However, Hartmann considers the object of art is the only one which contains the 
aesthetic values not the act. “We speak about fine arts, belle arte but the beauty is 
neither the art itself nor the aesthetic feeling, it is only the object which can be 
considered beautiful. The aesthetic values do not belong to the contemplation act 
or to the creative act; they belong to the object as object of these acts” (Hartmann 
1997: 141–157). And Hartmann makes a distinction between the object of 
knowledge and the aesthetic object. The former is object only accidentally as it 
has a super-objectual existence. The aesthetic object is simply object but an ob-
ject for a subject, dedicated to the spectator. In other words, the aesthetic object 
needs to be contemplated by a spectator in order to prove its aesthetic values. My 
problem refers to the situation in which we do not have an aesthetic object as in 
the case of performance art. Should we consider this art a non-art? And how we 
should evaluate the act of performing in this case?  

We know that in the performance art case there is no object produced by the 
performer himself, it is only the act which is evaluated as being artistic or not. In 
fact the action is the aesthetic ‘object’. And the contemplation process is also im-
portant as sometimes the spectator interferes into the event itself changing the 
evolution of that event. Should we not take into consideration such an art? In my 
opinion Hartmann did not have in mind such cases when writing his contribution 
to the Congress of Philosophy. It is true that his contribution was written before 
1926, the year of the 6th International Congress and the happenings produced by 
John Cage were first organized in 1952. This new type of art proves that Hart-
mann’s theory is not complete. He criticized the aesthetic thought of the 19th cen-
tury which stressed out only the act of creativity and that of contemplation and he 
replaced them, excessively in our opinion, by the artistic object. He mentions 
however that the artistic object does not exist for itself; it exists for us, for each 
of us, for our individual subjectivity while contemplating that object. This sup-
poses exactly the aesthetic feeling experienced by each of us when perceiving an 
object of this kind. Thus, the aesthetic value, the beauty does not belong only to 
the object but also to the spectator who is capable of experiencing that encounter 
which is a symbolic one and expresses the totality of life. In fact, David Hume 
already told us during the 18th century that the aesthetic satisfaction, the feeling 
of beauty belongs to the spectator and his emotions, not to the artistic object, 
”beauty is not a quality of the object but a passion, an impression of the soul” 
(Hume 1998: 352). We can see thus that this problem, of where the aesthetic val-
ue belongs to, remains an open one. 

If we draw a conclusion to our debate, we can say that the phenomenological 
concept of Erlebnis as aesthetic feeling could solve the problem of the conflict of 
aesthetic values for the contemporary art. This is possible avoiding other difficul-
ties concerning the artistic material, the process of creativity, the role of the artist 
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or the role of the spectator. It is evident that the concept of beauty has reached in 
this way a larger meaning, exceeding the classical meaning of harmony and 
symmetry. 
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